THE CITY: MÁLAGA.

With 566,447 inhabitants the city of Málaga
is the sixth by population in Spain and
second

in

Andalusia

after

Seville.

Commercial city, has in tourism one of its
main sources of revenue, boosted by a
important

international

airport

recently

expanded, 10 kilometres far from the
centre.

These

characteristics,

and

our

fantastic weather, make it a cosmopolitan
city very attractive for students from other
countries.

ESAD MALAGA (Escuela Superior de Arte Dramático de Málaga)
Currently the centre is located on a plot of 7,000 square meters in which rise three independent but
interconnected buildings: teaching area, theatre and
administrative offices. It has 28 spaces for the regular
teaching

classes,

classrooms

divided

normally

used

into
in

seven
acting

practicesand

stage

management practices (equipped with a small theatrical
lighting equipment), eight classrooms for subjects about
movement, five classrooms for theoretical subjects and
music, a classroom for set design, a classroom for costume design, a classroom to study the
makeup and characterization, four classrooms for lessons related to voice and a gymnasium for
acrobatics and fencing.
In addition to these spaces, the Centre has others that make possible additional and artistic
activity, and we add to the mentioned a computer room, sound booth, stores for set, theatrical
props and costumes and library. The ESAD also has good number of locker rooms and showers for
students and teachers, and bar services.

The building also includes areas for the coordination of the various teaching departments and an
area for administration and management of the Centre and for rest of the faculty. Students have
also their own area for rest and their activities, which is equipped
with many computers and with Internet access. There is also a
copy centre such as the bar maintained by external companies.
The outdoor areas have car parking for the workforce, bicycle and
motorcycle parking for students and recreation areas, usable also
as outdoor performing spaces. The equipment has a basic
telephone network and local area network and Internet connection. Each classroom has an
autonomous control module, wireless UHF-VHF and FM internal network connection to the Internet
and air conditioning.

The staff of the ESAD includes 46 specialist professors, five members of administration and
services and about 250 /300 students. The professors are divided in six teaching departments:
-

Acting Department.

-

Voice and Music Department.

-

Movement Department.

-

Theatrical Sciences Department.

-

Stage Management Department.

-

Scenic Design Department.

We must add:

-

Department of Cultural and Extracurricular Activities

-

International Relations Department

Currently three specialism are given:

-

Acting

-

Acting for Musicals

-

Stage management

We hope begin to provide playwriting as soon as possible.

